KiDS NEED MORE is a 501c3 nonprofit charitable organization.

Dedicated to enhancing the lives of children, families, & young adults, coping with cancer & life-threatening illness.

631.608.3135
info@kidsneedmore.org
PO BOX 305, Copiague NY 11726

Camp Adventure is a one-week sleep away camp designed in 1990, by parents of children diagnosed with cancer.

For M♥RE than 25 years our volunteers have created over-the-top events, such as, firework shows, concerts & carnivals. Our dedicated team of healthcare professionals ensure our children can enjoy a safe week of fun & friendship.

“This landmark children’s oncology camp, is M♥RE than a program to its members, it is what we lovingly refer to as our “Camp Family”

“I’d give up each and every star, if we can just stay where we are.
I wait for one week—every year and finally that week is here.”

- Karissa Carey

kidsneedmore.org
Our Staff

Camp Adventure is staffed by skilled volunteers from all walks of life. Many are former campers and patients. They have invaluable “been there” experience. As role models, they give hope that survivorship and thriving-ship are possible!

Contact us if you are interested in volunteer opportunities.

Eligibility

We recognize that when someone in the family has cancer, the entire family is affected. Camp Adventure is for patients & siblings too.

**Minimum Age:**
6 (or Kindergarten)

**Maximum Age:**
18 (or high school graduate)

*Ages 17—18 years old can also apply to be a Leader-in-Training through our MORE UNIVERSITY Program*

Child Cancer Patients

*On or off treatment, regardless of how long the child has been in remission.*

Sibling Cancer Patients

*Including those who are bereaved. Children that reside in the same household with a child cancer patient may also be considered.*

Goals of Camp

**Fun & Friendship**
Activities are inclusive, based on respect & fun. Enjoy swimming, arts & crafts, nature, sports, and a little “camp chaos”!

**Safety**
Our team works with parents and doctors to ensure safety & medical needs at camp.

**Independence**
We provide opportunities for kids to develop new skills and take on new challenges.

**Sibling Relationships**
We create happy memories for brothers & sisters.

**Parents Need MORE Too**
We encourage parents to take the week to recharge & connect with friends & each other.

Camp Adventure takes place in August and is provided at no cost to eligible families.
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